


















Essay Questions 

For each of the nine courses covered below, two out of the five possible essay questions will be 
selected to appear on the exam. Therefore, there will be a total of 18 essay questions to choose 
from on the exam. You must answer four out of these 18. For help preparing for these essays, 
please contact professors that teach these courses. 

Animal Physiology: 

1. Compare and contrast the relationship between the hypothalamus and the anterior
pituitary with that of the hypothalamus and the posterior pituitary. Include differences in
tissue type, mode of communication with the hypothalamus, and regulation of hormone
release.

2. Explain how complex organisms rely on feedback systems to regulate various aspects of
bodily functions. Also, provide an example of each type of feedback system, being sure
to identify and detail specific mechanisms involved.

3. Identify the two divisions of the autonomic nervous system. Explain the organization,
function, and chemical messengers used. Further, Discuss the integration of these two
divisions with respect to homeostasis of an example organ function.

4. Compare and contrast the endocrine system with the nervous system. Define each system.
discuss the mechanisms of communication, onset and duration of responses, and how
they regulate responses to maintain homeostasis. How are responses integrated across
the two systems?

5. The relationship between structure and function is an important principle in physiology.
Explain the context of this principle, and relate it to how the intrinsic conduction system
supports heart function.

Comparative Anatomy: 

1. The two most successful living vertebrate groups, in terms of number of species, are
Tetrapods and Teleosts, with Tetrapods transitioning to land from their Sarcopterygian
ancestors and Teleosts remaining in the water like their Actinopterygian ancestors. What
are the major differences between the skeletons of Tetrapods and Teleosts? Describe four
differences, and briefly state an advantage of each (for living either in the water or on
land). Choose at least one example from each the following categories: cranial, post
cranial axial, and appendicular skeleton.

2. Compare white matter, gray matter, ganglia, and nerves in the vertebrate nervous system,
in terms structure, function, and location.

3. Put the following developmental stages in order from earliest (after fertilization) to
latest: neurulation, cleavage, and gastrulation. Name one anatomical change that happens
during each of these three phases of vertebrate development. Briefly discuss the
importance of each change for vertebrate development.

4. Design a muscle (real or imaginary) that can perform a specific function (realistic or
extraordinary). What properties would this muscle have? Include at least the following
properties: function of the muscle, muscle strength, muscle speed, cross-sectional area,












